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Abstract
The increasing computational and data requirements of scientific applications have made the usage of
large clustered systems as well as distributed resources inevitable. Although executing large applications
in these environments brings increased performance, the automation of the process becomes more and
more challenging. The use of complex workflow management systems has been a viable solution for this
automation process.
In this thesis, we study a broad range of workflow management tools and compare their capabilities
especially in terms of dynamic and conditional structures they support, which are crucial for the automation
of complex applications. We then apply some of these tools to two real-life scientific applications: i)
simulation of DNA folding, and ii) reservoir uncertainty analysis.
Our implementation is based on Pegasus workflow planning tool, DAGMan workflow execution sys-
tem, Condor-G computational scheduler, and Stork data scheduler. The designed abstract workflows are
converted to concrete workflows using Pegasus where jobs are matched to resources; DAGMan makes sure
these jobs execute reliably and in the correct order on the remote resources; Condor-G performs the schedul-
ing for the computational tasks and Stork optimizes the data movement between diff rent components.
Integrated solution with these tools allows automation of large scale applications, as well as providing
complete reliability and efficiency in executing complex workflows. We have also developed a new site
selection mechanism on top of these systems, which can choose the most available computing resources for





Importance of distributed computing is increasing dramatically because of the high demand for computa-
tional and data resources. Large scale scientific applications are the main drivers for this demand since
they involve large number of simulations and these simulations generate considerable amount of data. In
order to enable the execution of these applications in distributed environments, many grid tools have been
developed. Workflow management systems are one of such tools for end-to-end automation and composi-
tion of complex scientific applications. Several workflow management systems are introduced by the grid
community and each of these systems have diff rent functionalities and capabilities.
Large scale scientific applications are composed from several tasks which are connected each other via
dependencies. These dependencies can bedata dependencywhere one task may need output of another
task as input orcontrol dependencywhere execution of a task depends on success or failure of another
task. On the other hand, some tasks are totally independent from each other and they can run in parallel.
Therefore, these tasks should be organized in some order so that dependencies are satisfied and independent
jobs are executed in parallel for efficiency.
One of the imperative problems of scientists who are using grid resources for large scale applications is
managing every part of application manually, such as submission of tasks; waiting for completion of one
task or group of tasks in order to submit the next; submitting hundreds of parallel simulations at the same
time; and handling the dependencies between tasks. One solution to eliminate the human intervention and to
simplify the management of such applications is via automation of the end-to-end application process using
workflows. Besides, task failures are the critical points in the execution of those applications especially in
automated systems and they should be handled cautiously. One solution could be detecting task failures
prior to the submission and execution of subsequent tasks. Since those applications are running on grid
resources, some steps of the applications need large amounts of data transfers. The time consumed in data
transfers may form the large portion of the application completion time. Therefore, computational tasks and
data transfer tasks should be managed separately and appropriate methods should be used for each of them.
Resource selection can also be a factor that should be considered for performance. More simulations should
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be run on the resources which provide more throughput in order to increase performance.
1.1 Contributions
Our work in this thesis has three main contributions:
i) Study, analysis and comparison of existing grid workflow management systems.First objective of
our study was performing a survey of most widely used workflow management systems in order to analyze
and compare their functionalities and capabilities. We were especially interested in dynamic behavior and
conditional structures. After studying conditional elements in each system, we have focused on implemen-
tation and presented case studies by using some of these conditional structures. For the systems in which
those conditional structures did not exist, we were be able to use other primitive constructs to build those
structures.
ii) Implementation of end-to-end automated systems for real-life scientific applications.Our second
intention was end-to-end automation of two large scale applications: DNA folding and reservoir uncertainty
analysis. Our implementation is based on Pegasus workflow planning tool, DAGMan workflow execution
system, Condor-G computational scheduler, and Stork data scheduler. The designed abstract workflows
are converted to concrete workflows using Pegasus where jobs are matched to resources; DAGMan ensures
that these jobs execute reliably and in the correct order on the remote resources; Condor-G performs the
scheduling for the computational tasks and Stork optimizes the data movement between diff r t compo-
nents. Integrated solution with these tools allows automation of large scale applications, as well as providing
complete reliability and efficiency in executing complex workflows.
iii) Development of a new site selection mechanism for workflow management systems.Our third
goal was to implement a site selector that aims to achieve intelligent resource selection and load balancing
among different grid resources. In order to achieve this goal we have implemented two site selectors for
Pegasus. Based on the information retrieved from different resources, site selection algorithm maps tasks
to sites in which tasks may have higher chance to be completed sooner. We have used our site selectors in
UCoMS project and obtained better results compared to Random and Round-Robin site selection mecha-
nisms, which are the default site selectors in Pegasus.
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1.2 Outline
Rest of this report is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents our study of different workflow management
systems and their conditional behaviors. Chapter 3 explains our workflow enabling process for DNA folding
and reservoir uncertainty analysis applications. Chapter 4 presents the two similar load balancing site
selection mechanisms we have developed. In Chapter 5, we provide the related work in this area, and we
conclude the paper in Chapter 6 along with the directions to improve the system as future work.
3
Chapter 2
Survey of Existing Dynamic Workflow
Managers
As the complexity of the scientific application increases, the need for powerful grid tools such as workflow
managers that handle those applications increases as well. While some workflow managers can only sup-
port basic constructs and leave the responsibility of creating dynamic behavior of the workflow inside the
executables or user scripts to user, some workflow managers introduce conditional structures and let users
benefit from them. The support for conditional structures and similar constructs in workflow management
systems is essential for the execution of scientific applications since failure in a task may cause whole ap-
plication to fail, and in some cases depending on the output or success of previous tasks, one of the tasks
from a group of tasks is supposed to be chosen for execution. For instance a transfer failure task may cause
whole system to fail especially if the file that is supposed to be transfer is input for a task. In those cases,
such as failure of a task, choosing alternative task will prevent whole application to fail.
Several existing workflow managers have support for conditional structure in different levels. While
some of them provideif , switch, and while structures that we are familiar from high level languages;
some of the workflow managers provide comparatively simple logic constructs. In the latter case, the
responsibility of creating conditional structures left to users by combining those logic constructs with other
existing ones.
We have chosen some of the most widely used workflow systems to observe conditional behaviors and
compare the ease of constructing workflows using them. The systems we have studied are; Apache Ant [1],
Askalon [2], DAGMan [3], GrADS [4], Gridbus [5], ICENI [6], Karajan [7], Kepler [8], Pegasus [9], Tav-
erna [10] [11], Triana [12], and UNICORE [13]. Four of these systems do not support any of the conditional
structures. However, some structures in these systems can be used to build conditionals. For instance pre-
script mechanism in DAGMan can be used to imitate if statements. The remaining eight systems support at
least one of the conditionals (see Table 2.1).
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Table 2.1: Conditional Structure in Grid Workflow Managers
Name IF Switch While
Apache Ant Y Y N
ASKALON Y Y Y
DAGMan N N N
GrADS N N N
Gridbus N N N
ICENI Y X Y
Karajan Y Y Y
Kepler Y Y N
Pegasus N N N
Taverna Y N N
Triana Y N Y
UNICORE Y N Y
Y: Supports.
N: Does not support.
X: Not much information found.
2.1 Support for Conditions in Workflow Management Systems
2.1.1 ASKALON
ASKALON [2], which aims to provide an invisible grid to application developers, is based on an XML-
based workflow language called AGWL [14]. AGWL describes workflows in high level of abstraction. In
AGWL tasks are connected by data and control flows.
AGWL supports two types of conditional activities:if andswitch structures. Figure 2.1a and 2.1b show
two data flows ofif structure. The data flow is provided by connecting data-in and data-out ports to activities
based on the control flow. However, control outcome ofif r switch activity is not known at compile time.
Therefore, which inner activity’s data-out port should be connected to an activity outside of that conditional
activity cannot be determined. As can be seen from Figure 2.1b, this issue is solved by connecting all inner
activities’ data-out ports to the data-out port of the conditional activity and also connecting the data-out port
of the conditional activity to the next activity that comes after the condition structure.
In AGWL there are three types of loop activities:while, for andforEach. The vital part in loop struc-
tures in AGWL is handling data flows. There is a conditional structure inwhile structure which determines
the loop execution. First task in thewhile loop is connected to the data-in port of thewhile structure or
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data-out port of another task from the outside ofwhile loop. Data-out port of the last task in thewhile
loop is connected to the data-in port of thewhile loop in order to keep the data flow between iterations.If
condition determines thewhile loop to be exited, data in the data-in port ofwhile is mapped to the data-out
port ofwhile and the next activity after loop can take the data from there.
2.1.2 DAGMan
DAGMan (Directed Acyclic Graph Manager) has been developed as part of the Condor project [3], and
acts as the meta-scheduler for Condor. DAGMan handles the dependencies between jobs in the workflow.
Since DAGMan is a simple workflow management system, it does not have advanced constructs such
as conditionals. However, some users explored a way of imitating simpleif structure. They are using pre-
scripts to execute the current job based on the previous job result. Actually in every case the current job
is executed but the inside of the job is replaced with the noop task which does not have any effect in the
execution of the workflow(Figure 2.1d).
2.1.3 Triana
Triana [12] is both a problem solving and a programming environment. Since it is written in Java, Triana
can be installed and run almost on any system.
Triana has a simple user interface for composing workflows of scientific applications. Users do not have
to worry about the XML representation of workflow.
Triana has two types of conditional processing element calledif andloop. If structure has one input for
data which needs to be forwarded and one input for condition. The input for condition is compared with the
test value insideif structure. If it is smaller than the test value the input data forwarded to the first output
otherwise it is forwarded to second output. Therefore, flow of control shaped based on the data flow.
loop structure in Triana has testing mechanism inside which takes an input and forwards input to outside
of the loop if condition is met otherwise forwards input to the next task inside the loop. The output of the
last task inside loop can be connected to theloop structure’s second input thusloop can take the conditional
input for the iterations after the first one.
6
Figure 2.1: Conditional Structures in AGWL [14] - a) Data Flow in Illegal Form inif Activity b)Data Flow
in Legal Form inif Activity c)while Loop d)Imitating Conditional DAG in DAGMan [3].
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2.1.4 Karajan
Karajan, which is part of Java COG Kit, is developed at the Argonne National Laboratory. Karajan is
developed from GridAnt [15] and has additional features such as scalability, workflow structure and error
handling [7]. Karajan has two different syntaxes: K-syntax which is very similar to high-level programming
languages, and XML syntax which we selected to use in our studies.
Karajan hasif andchoicestructures as conditionals.if structure can be shaped by using the following
elements:if , condition, then, else, andelseif. Choiceelement is very similar toswitch statement that we
are used to in programming languages such as C and Java. Tasks inside thechoiceelement are executed
sequentially until a successful execution happens. If execution of a task ends successfully the next tasks
inside thechoiceelement are skipped and the task following thec oiceelement is executed.
Karajan has two looping constructs:while, and for . while is used to execute group of tasks until a
specific condition becomes false .for is used for iterating for a range of values.
In addition, Karajan has some other logical constructs that users can create conditions either using one
or combining multiple of them.
2.1.5 UNICORE
UNICORE (Uniform Interface to Computing Resources), being a grid middleware, has an open, service
oriented architecture. UNICORE aims to provide seamless, secure, and intuitive access to distributed re-
sources [13]. Via a simple GUI in UNICORE, users can design and execute their workflows which are
represented as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs).
UNICORE has conditional execution (if-then-else), repeated execution (do-n), conditional repeated
execution (do-repeat), and suspend (time conditional) action (hold-job) as advanced control structures and
they useReturnCode, FileTest, andTimeTestas testing conditions.
Control Structures:
• if-then-else structure chooses one of two branches for execution. IfReturnCode test is used as
test condition, a dependency must exist between the previous task andif-then-else. It is client’s
responsibility to check dependency and not to submit non-deterministic jobs.
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Figure 2.2: Conditional Structures in Triana, Karajan, and UNICORE a)if Structure in Triana b)while
Structure in Triana c)if Structure in Karajan d)while Structure in Karajan e)if Structure in UNICORE f)
while Structure in UNICORE.
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• DoRepeatstructure iterates group of tasks based on the result of a testing condition. The result of a
task is used as return code ifReturnCode test is selected as condition.
• HoldJob construct, which usesTimeTestas the condition, waits for a specific amount of time before
executing a task.
• DoN structure is similar toDoRepeatin the sense that both are iterating group of tasks. However, the
number of iterations is specified while composing the workflow inDoN task. Therefore, it does not
use any test conditions.
Test Conditions:
• ReturnCode offers three different choices to users to select from: a) comparing return value of the
previous task and the value it has, b) successful execution of the previous task, and c) unsuccessful
execution of previous task. Checking for success of executions in UNICORE increases the level of
fault tolerance since an alternative task selection can be made in case of a task failure.
• FileTest forwards the control flow to a task based on the file status which can be file exists, file does
not exist, readable, writable, and executable.
• TimeTestexecutes a task if specified time passed or has been reached.
2.1.6 ICENI
ICENI (Imperial College eScience Network Infrastructure), which is an integrated grid middleware to sup-
port e-science, provides and coordinates grid services for eScience applications. Via the GUI of ICENI
users can easily build their workflows without caring about XML representation since YAWL (Yet Another
Workflow Language) generates the XML format [16] [17] [18].
ICENI has two compositions: spatial and temporal. We are observing temporal composition which
represents the workflow of the application. Each component in the workflow is composed by collection of
nodes. The types of nodes are:activity, send, receive, start, stop, andSplit, andJoin, orSplit,andorJoin
[6].
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Although there is not a specific conditional structure in ICENI, a similar structure to conditions can be
done usingorSplit andorJoin. orSplit is the node where branching happens andorJoin is the node where
branches converge. Successful execution of one branch is enough fororJoin to transfer control to next
node. If one node betweenorSplit andorJoin is connected to a node coming beforerSplit , then a loop
structure occurs.
2.1.7 Kepler
Kepler, which is a popular workflow manager, aims to produce an open-source scientific workflow system
for scientists to design scientific workflows and execute those workflows efficiently using emerging Grid-
based approaches to distributed computation [8]. Kepler is derived from Ptolemy that has many conditional
actors. For instance generic filters can use conditions to filter some tokens at the input ports to forward them
to their output ports. However, instead of those conditional actors, we are interested in workflow control
actors.
Comparator actor is one of the logic actors which has two input ports. It compares the inputs based on
the following operators:<, <=, >=,== and returns a boolean output.
Repeatstructure iterates the input tokens to the output by specified number of times.
BooleanSwitchactor has a data input, a control input and two output ports:T ueOutput , andFalseOut-
put. Based on the value of control input, input data is forwarded to one of the output ports.B oleanSwitch
can be thought as the closest actor toif structure since Kepler does not haveif . There is alsoSwitch actor
which is same asBooleanSwitchexcept it has many outputs. Data from the data input port is transferred to
one of the output ports which is specified by the value of control input.
Selectactor has one control input, one output, and a data input port which is divided into channels.
Selecttransfers the data to output port from one of the channels of data input port that is specified by the
control input.
BooleanMultiplexor has two data input ports, one control input and one output port. Based on the value
of the control input value, one of the data input ports is selected to forward data to output port.
Equals actor has one data input port that has many channels. It compares all of the input port values
and produces a true output if all of them are same, produces false otherwise.
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IsPresentactor has one input and one output port. It produces true output if data exists in the input port
for each firing [19].
2.1.8 Taverna
Mygrid [20] is a collection of comprehensive loosely-coupled suite of middleware such as workflow design
and execution, data and metadata management which are designed to support silico experiments in biology.
In bioinformatics experiments integrating resources is challenging because of the distribution and hetero-
geneity of data. Taverna [21] is the workflow manager of the myGrid project which connects distributed
web services and other services which are generally provided by third parties.
In Tavernaif andswitch structures can be implemented by usingfail if falseandfail if true processors
as can be seen in Figure 2.3c, and Figure 2.3d. In the implementation ofif structure (Figure 2.3c) C and C’
nodes representfail if falseandfail if true processors. Based on the value produced by T1 one of the C
and C’ processors fails and causes that branch to fail and the other one executes successfully and gives the
control to the next task in the branch.
Similarly in the implementation ofswitch (Figure 2.3d)fail if false(represented as C) used to imple-
mentswitch structure. The difference is there are java beanshell scripts (denoted by S), which produces
a boolean value, comes before C processor in every branch. Based on these values C processors in each
branch give the control to the next task or cause the failure of that branch.
2.1.9 Apache Ant
Apache Ant is a java-based software tool for automating build processes. Ant built files are written in
XML and each build file should have one project which is a collection oftargets. Target in Apache
Ant represents set of tasks and has five attributes:name, depends, if , unless, anddescription. In order
to compose a workflow,targets are connected via dependencies which should be specified independs
attributes. If execution of atarget depends on a condition,if andunlessattributes can be used [1].
Another way of building conditional behavior is usingcondition task.property attribute ofcondition
task is set when a condition evaluates true. In order to create more specific conditions, conditional elements
such asand, not, or, xor, available, equals, isset,andcontainscan be used insidecondition task.
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Figure 2.3: Conditional Structures in Kepler, Taverna, and Apache Ant a)BooleanSwitchStructure in Ke-
pler b)switch Structure in Kepler c)if Structure in Taverna d)switch Structure in Taverna e)if Structure in
Apache Ant f)switch Structure in Apache Ant
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In addition to those core tasks some conditional and iterative tasks are implemented by Ant-contrib
project [22]. Those tasks are not added to core tasks group to avoid increasing complexity but they can be
used by including relevant source files. Those structures are:
• If : If structure executes some tasks based on the value of a condition which sets the value of the
specified property to true if condition evaluates true. There are many conditional tasks that can be
used insideif structure. Inside anif structure branching can be reached by usingelseif, then, andelse
elements (Figure 2.3e).
• Switch: Switch structure has an attribute calledvalueas the key to check the values that are presented
in eachcaseelement insideswitch. Based on that value tasks inside thecaseelements are chosen for
execution (Figure 2.3f).
2.2 Case Studies
In this section we compare six of the studied workflow management systems in more detail using three
different case studies. Those systems are: Kepler, Triana, Taverna, Apache Ant, Karajan, and UNICORE.
2.2.1 Case Study-I
In this case study, we have the following scenario: We have Task A which stages input data and Task C
that process this data. The purpose of this study is to introduce an alternating task B that transfers input
data from another resource when Task A fails. Figure 2.4 shows the implementation of this scenario in six
workflow management system for which we give the details next:
Figure 2.4d represents the implementation of this scenario in Kepler in which we usexecute cmd
remotely/locally task. This task has two inputs: location of the machine where the command will be
executed (called astarget port), string representation of the command (called ascommandport). exitcode,
which is one of the output ports ofexecute cmd remote/locally task, is connected to aselecttask’s control
input. When the firstexecute cmd remote/locally fails, based on the value ofexitcode selectask chooses
the second alternative command to feed the secondexecute cmd remote/locally task. However, if the
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first execute cmd remote/locally executes successfully,selectforwards empty job since the file is already
downloaded.
In order to perform our case study in Triana we have implemented our own staging task in Java which
produces ’4’ for successful executions and ’1’ in case of failures. As can be seen in Figure 2.4e,if task is
forwarding the flow of control to secondmy stagein task or skips it based on the value retrieved from first
my stagein task. If task makes the decision by comparing the output of firstmy stagein task and test
value which is set to ’2’.
In Taverna since failure of one task causes all the following processors to fail we have modified our
scenario slightly. An input from a user selects which source will be used for data stage in. In order to
implement this scenario we have written a java beanshell task to convert user input data to a boolean value.
Besides we usedfail if true, and fail if false for branching,get web page from URL for staging data,
write text file for saving data. As a result based on the user input (which is assumed a task output in real
scenarios) one branch is selected for execution (Figure 2.4f).
We have usedif structure which is implemented by Ant-Contrib project in Apache Ant scenario. For
condition ofif taskhttp element is chosen to check the existence of the source URL. Based on the result,
one of thewget tasks that downloads the input is executed (Figure 2.4a).
Choiceelement is chosen in order to implement our scenario in Karajan. It includes twoexecutetasks
which executewget command to download input file from different sources and anechotask for printing
error message if bothexecutetasks fail. Sincechoiceelement executes tasks sequentially until a successful
execution is reached, second task is run if the first source is not able to provide the input file (Figure 2.4b).
Figure 2.4c represents our implementation ofif scenario in UNICORE. We have written three scripts
called A, B, and C and usedif task which is already provided by UNICORE. Task A and Task B havewg t
commands inside which have different URL addresses for downloading the input file and Task C is a simple
echocommand. In the execution of the workflowif structure executes Task B when Task A fails to stage
the input file otherwise execution of Task B is skipped.
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In this case study, we are trying to imitateswitch structure by trying to select an available resource for
staging input file among more than two different choices.
As can be seen from Figure 2.5d,switch implementation in Kepler is very similar toif implementation
in Kepler except some additional tasks. Since we need more than two alternative sources we are processing
theexitcodes of the first twoexecute cmd remotely/locally tasks. If the first two sources could not provide
the input file for stage in, secondselecttask forwards the third alternative URL withwget command to the
third execute cmd remotely/locally for staging.
For ourswitch implementation we chooseexecute cmd remotely/locally task since it producesexitcode
to provide information about job situation. However, not every task in Kepler producesexitcodewhen a
failure occurs; instead many of them throw exception. So in Kepler creating conditional behavior by using
logic elements is highly dependent on which tasks are going to be used.
Similar to the implementation ofi structure in Triana, we use ourmy stagein task forswitch imple-
mentation (Figure 2.5e). However, in this case we use one additionalif andmy stagein tasks. Second
if condition is used for giving control to the third alternative URL to be used for data stage-in if first two
stage-in jobs fail to download the input data. New alternative sources can be added for downloading input
file by adding moreif andmy stagein tasks.
In the implementation ofswitch structure in Tavernaget web page from URL, write text file and
fail if falsetasks are used similar to the implementation ofif structure (Figure 2.5f). Additionally, we have
used three different java beanshell scripts for three branches and each script generates its own boolean value
and passes to thefail if false task. Those branches, which receive the true input execute successfully and
the others are not performed.Switch implementation can be extended by adding java beanshell scripts,
fail if false, andget web page from URL tasks.
As can be seen from Figure 2.5a an additionalhttp condition is used different thanif scenario in Apache
Ant. This http condition resides inside thelseif element of firsthttp condition and makes the decision
between running second or third source for downloading input data.Switch scenario can be broadened by
applying additionalhttp conditions, andwget tasks.
Figure 2.5b illustrates theswitch implementation in Karajan.Switch implementation in Karajan is
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Figure 2.5: Implementation ofswitch Structure in: a)Apache Ant b)Karajan c)UNICORE d)Kepler e)Triana
f)Taverna
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Figure 2.6: Implementation ofwhile Structure in: a)Karajan b)Triana c)UNICORE
performed by adding additionalexecutetasks inside thechoiceelement. If the first twoexecutetasks fail,
third executetask is performed. Therefore, new alternative sources can be added toswitch implementation
by increasing the number ofexecutetasks inside thechoiceelement.
In UNICORE we use twoifthenelse tasks to imitateswitch structure sinceswitch structure does not
exist in UNICORE. In addition, we make use of three different alternative sources for transferring input data
by creatingwgetscripts: A1, A2, and A3. Executions of these scripts are controlled byifthenelseand they
are performed sequentially until one of them successes.Switch implementation can be expanded by adding
an ifthenelsetask and awgetcommand for each additional alternative resource (Figure 2.5c).
2.2.3 Case Study - III
In this section we aim to imitatewhile structure by implementing a loop structure which iterates some part
of workflow under a condition is met. We used the same scenario as downloading input data in the loop
structure. Even though keep on trying the same source until the input file is downloaded is not an efficie t
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way for fault tolerance, we wanted to protect the integrity of our case study scenarios.
As can be seen Figure 2.6b,while implementation in Triana is performed by using aloop task and
my stagein tasks. Based on the failure code received frommy stagein taskloop task repeats the execution
of my stagein until success code is retrieved.
Implementation ofwhile scenario in Karajan we usewhile element, achoiceelement inside thewhile,
and acondition element inside thewhile structure that checks a variable’s value. This variable is set to ’0’
inside thechoiceelement when the execution of input download fails. At the end of each iteration ofwhile,
control comes back to thecondition element and it decides whether loop should be executed again or not
by checking the value of the variable which is set insidechoice(Figure 2.6a).
As can be seen from Figure 2.6cwhile scenario in UNICORE is implemented by using aDoRepeattask
which includes awget script called A1.DoRepeattask iterates the A1 task until a successful completion
occurs.
2.2.4 Discussion
Our study shows that level of conditional support in each workflow manager is quite different. While some
systems such as UNICORE and Karajan support almost all the conditional structures which will satisfy users
needs in most scenarios, some other workflow managers have very limited support for conditional structures
in terms of functionality and usage. In addition, some workflows have conditional tasks that are very specific
for a use case and cannot be used in other situations. For instance, inif andswitch implementations, we use
http task as the condition to check the existence of a file for stage-in. Therefore,http task can only be used
in such cases and cannot be used as a combination with some other tasks.
In some of the workflow systems, failure of a node may cause whole workflow to fail. Since this may
degrade the support for conditionals, users may overcome this issue in some cases by selecting proper
tasks. For instance, in Kepler although many of the tasks cause whole workflow to fail in a task failure
execute cmd remotely/locally can be used in some scenarios since it produces an exit code in case of an
unsuccessful execution. While failures of processes in Taverna cause whole workflow to fail, there are
some mechanisms such as retry, delay, and backoff in rder to increase the level of fault tolerance. In Triana
control flow is achieved by passing data to the appropriate branch. In Triana we have written our own task
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my stagein to implement three case studies. Likewise, users may need to write their own tasks in Triana in
order to retrieve an exit code or an output value from that task. Although it seems like extra work, in many
situations this can be handled by doing some modifications in the codes of existing tasks or by adding an
extra output port.
One important factor for choosing a workflow manager can be ease of use. Based on our experiences,
UNICORE is the system which we spent least amount of time on both installation the system and imple-
mentation of the workflow. The most eff ctive mechanism in UNICORE in terms of conditional support is
theReturnCode test condition that exists almost every conditional task. This condition can be very useful
in two very common cases: when an alternative task needed to be run in case of a task failure and a task
execution depends on the return value of one task.
For some users, the length of code for implementing the workflow can be necessary. Based on our
implementations we have written the shortest codes in Karajan and Apache Ant while the most code gen-
eration is needed in Triana and Taverna. However, the systems that generate longer codes have graphical
user interfaces to compose the workflow by drag-and-drop mechanism in which users do not have to worry
about coding. Still, having a graphical user interface and the length of code can be a considerable issue for
some users.
if-type conditional structures can be studied in two parts:exclusive choiceis the point where one of the
branches is chosen for execution andsimple mergewhere those branches are merged without synchroniza-
tion.
There are some points in the workflow called asmulti-choice where a number of branches are chosen
for execution. However, in these situations it can be very hard to decide which branches should have been
synchronized in the point of merge.
Improper usage ofsplit andjoin constructs may result a deadlock situation. For instance, using anOR-
Split andAND-Join may result deadlock sinceOR-Split may prevent execution of some branches while
AND-Join will wait all branches to finish their executions.
In every workflow some tasks may fail in the execution. In order to prevent whole workflow to fail in
those circumstances, workflow manager should have some mechanism that enables the execution of alter-
native tasks. In addition, since making decision of executing alternative tasks in compile time is impossible
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in case of a task failure, this decision should be made in run-time. Therefore, like the control flow, data flow
should also be provided by workflow managers.
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Chapter 3
Workflow Enabling Scientific Applications
In this chapter, we present how we have automated a real-life scientific application via use of advanced
workflow management tools. This application is DNA folding.
Thomas Bishop and his research group at Tulane University study DNA and chromatin structures and
their dynamics which can be represented by the help of mathematical modeling procedures and molecular
dynamics.
3.1 Science Background
Identification of how DNA sequence proteins rotate the global structure and dynamics of chromatin is one of
the hot topics in biomolecular sciences and still needs more research to be performed. In order to find some
useful information that may give them some hints to resolve the effects of the protein on the conformation
and dynamics of the DNA, they try different molecular dynamic simulations which model DNA and protein
interactions [32].
There can be three different approaches designed for modeling DNA folding. The simplest and the
fastest one is coarse grain model which can process 10M base pairs in the order of 10 min to process themin
single CPU. However, it ignores many variables that effect the simulation but beneficial in the sense of
giving a general understanding. Typical formula used is a coarse grain model is shown in Figure 3.2.
A more informative approach than the coarse grain model which can be called as cheap atomic model.
This method ignores water in which DNA structure exists originally. This method is very slow compared to
coarse grain model. It can process 3000 base pairs in a day with a small cluster that has 3 nodes each with
4 processors.
Solvated atomic model can be counted as one of the most informative approaches. However, it is the
slowest model among those three models. It will take about 2 weeks to process 146 base pairs in the same
cluster that has 12 processors.
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Figure 3.1: Folded DNA Structure [33]
Figure 3.2: Coarse Grain Model Formula
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3.2 Biological Tools Used for Simulations
3.2.1 Amber
Amber(Assisted Model Building and Energy Refinement) is a suite of programs for biomolecular simulation
and analysis which is developed in University of California, San Fransisco. It is written in Fortran 90, and
C with the support for most major Unix-like systems and compilers. Programs that are included in Amber
are:
• Leap: is used for preparing input files for the simulation programs,
• Antechamber: automates the process of parameterizing small organic molecules using GAFF,
• sander: is the central simulation program and provides facilities for energy minimization and molec-
ular dynamics with a wide variety of options,
• pmemd: is somewhat more feature-limited reimplementation of sander by Bob Duke. It was designed
with parallel processing in mind and has significantly better performance than sander when running
on more than 8-16 processors,
• nmode: calculates normal modes,
• ptraj: provides facilities for numerical analysis of simulation results,
• MM-PBSA: allows for implicit solvent calculations on snap shots from molecular dynamics simula-
tions [24].
3.2.2 3DNA
3DNA is a sophisticated software package for the area of biomolecular simulations which is based on a
standard reference frame [26]. It is used for analysis, rebuilding and visualization of three-dimensional nu-
cleic acid using a standard reference frame. More specifically, 3DNA can process complex patterns in DNA
and RNA structures such as antiparallel and parallel double helices, single-stranded structures, triplexes,
quadruplexes and many more. 3DNA accepts DNA and RNA structures in the format of Protein Data Bank
(PDB). Recognition and classification of all base interactions and the double helical character of proper base
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pair steps are performed by the analysis utilities. Full atomic models with the sugar-phosphate backbone
and publication quality ’standardized’ base stacking diagrams and rectangular block demonstration of nu-
cleic acids are generated by the rebuilding tools of 3DNA. In order to have a complete visualization, 3DNA
can also place the base pairs and helical regions in a structure and arrange structures. [25]
3.2.3 NAMD
NAMD(Nanoscale Moleculer Dynamics) [27], which is a molecular dynamics simulations program de-
signed for high-performance simulation of large biomolecular systems, can run in indivual workstations as
well as small cluster and large-scale supercomputers. NAMD can also work with AMBER, and CHARMM
potential functions, parameters, and file formats. Unlike other molecular dynamics tools, NAMD is devel-
oped especially for distributed memory parallel systems. In order to provide maximum scalibility NAMD
uses a spatial decomposition scheme and a multithreaded, message-driven design. [28]
In addition, as permitting to perform standard simulation to beginners, providing advance functionalities
for experts, and being introduced to the science committee free of charge, NAMD is appreciated by many
users.
3.2.4 VMD
VMD [29] is designed for visualizing and analyzing molecular objects especially for biopolymers such as
proteins and nucleic acids. By applying many rendering techniques and coloring styles VMD can demon-
strate any number of structures at the same time. A selected subset of atoms can be displayed with a chosen
rendering and coloring method. Each of these displays are called representations. Atoms viewed in each
representation are selected with the help of logic operators and regular expressions.
VMD can also be used for visualizing MD simulations. It can perform animation from a running MD
simulation as well as from an input file.
3.2.5 GLUE Languages
• Tcsh(Tenex C shell) [31] is a Unix shell based on and compatible with C shell(csh). It has features
such as command line completion, commmand line editing and many more.
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• AWK [30], which is created at Bell Labs in the 1970s is a programming language for processing
text-based data. It is a standard feature of most of the Unix-like operating system nowadays.
3.3 Grid Technologies Used for Applications
3.3.1 Condor/Condor-G
Many scientific applications need large amount of computational power over a long period of time, instead
of delivering huge amount of power over a short period of time. In other words, those applications need
High-Throughput Computing environments which concentrate on completing as many jobs as possible over
a long period of time instead of High-Performance Computing which is highly-tuned systems for small
number of jobs executed for short periods of time.
Condor Project, which began in 1988 in the University of Wisconsin-Madison, aims to provide high-
throughput computing environment for scientific applications.It is a workload management system designed
especially for compute-intesive jobs. Like other full-featured batch systems, Condor provides a job queue-
ing mechanism, scheduling policy, priority scheme, resource monitoring, and resource management. Users
submit their serial or parallel jobs either one by one or all of them composed as a workflow. Condor passes
those jobs into a queue and selects the resources where the jobs will be execute and the time when jobs will
start execution based on a policy. In addition, Condor monitors the progress of the jobs, and informs the
users about the jobs’ statuses.
As large clusters are especially designed for needs of large scale scientific applications, total of idle
cycles of workstations in institutes can compete with clusters’ computational power. That was one of the
motivitations of the Condor team in the development of Condor. The main goal is to get benefit from unused
computing resources that would be wasted otherwise, and to schedule jobs to those resources.
Condor-G stands for Condor-Globus. Using Condor-G, users can also submit their jobs to remote clus-
ters which have job schedulers other than Condor. In order to achieve this Condor creates globus RSL
file that is specific to each job manager and submits jobs with globus-authentication. Without the help of
Condor-G users would have to connect to remote host, create their job submit file specific to that job man-
ager and submit every job manually or create globus RSL file for every job, and submit them to remote
machine without actually logging in.
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3.3.2 DAGMan
As we have mentioned in section 2.1.2, DAGMan is the workflow manager of Condor which allows users
to submit large workflows to Condor. As can be understood from the name it manages DAGs (directed
acyclic graphs) and dependencies between jobs. In a DAG, nodes represent the jobs and edges respresent
dependencies between those jobs. DAGMan is the meta-scheduler of Condor. Based on the job orders
represented by dependencies in a DAG, DAGMan submit those jobs to Condor. Each DAG of an application
should be defined by DAGMan input file. Each job inside the DAG should also be defined seperately as a
Condor submit file.
3.3.3 Stork
Stork [23] which is a batch scheduler specialized in data placement and data movement, aims to make
data transfer a first class entity in a distributed computing environment. It introduces a high level of fault
tolerance for data transfer. It chooses one of the underlying transfer mechanisms for data transfer jobs. In
case of a failure in the selected transfer protocol Stork tries alternative protocols that are specified between
two sources with a retry mechanism until a specified number of times.
Stork is bundled with Condor release packages. In DAGMan, data transfers can be specified as either a
Condor job and the responsibility of transfer is left to the users’ transfer program or a Stork Data job with
the keyword ”DATA” in the DAG submit file.
3.4 Implementation
We have the scripts written by Dr. Thomas Bishop, which aim to perform number of simulations for DNA
binding. Those scripts are designed using the second approach which we call as minimal MD model as we
have discussed in Science Plan Section. The order of how scripts are executed illustrated in the Figure 3.3.
While the Figure 3.3 gives a general idea about the execution flow of scripts, description of each script
is explained following:
• Connect: Connecting to system either sitting actually in front of the machine or connecting to it
remotely via ssh.
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Figure 3.3: Execution Flow of MD Simulation Scripts
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• Input Preparation 1: Downloading DNA structure. Processing it with a script to produce pdb([A-
H].pdb) files. Downloading nucleotide sequence (V01175.fasta).
• Input Preparation 2: Creating structure parameter files (dna.[0-1343].par) for rebuild by using se-
quence file (V01175.seq) and another parameter file (ki-all-11.par). Using rebuild command, which
is provided by 3DNA, to generate nucleic acid structure as pdb files (dna.[0-1343].pdb) based on
structure parameters from parameter files (dna.[0-1343].par). Creating seq.[0-1343].txt files.
• Input Preparation 3: Deleting unnecessary files. Creating the other necessary inputs ([0-1343].crd,
[0-1343].parm7, [0-1343].pdb, [0-1343].vmd.pdb) that are not created in first 2 steps. To create these
input files some of the outputs (dna.[0-1343].pdb) of first two scripts are used.
• Input Preparation 4: Creating proper directories (sys, sys/analy, sys/sims) under main directory
(1eqz). Moving input files ([0-1343].crd, [0-1343].parm7, [0-1343].pdb, [0-1343].vmd.pdb, dna.[0-
1343].pdb, dna.[0-1343].par, seq.[0-1343].txt, dna.[0-1343].log), which have been prepared in previ-
ous steps, from different folders to a directory (sys/[0000-1343]). The aim is to collect the input files
for each simulation in separate directories ([0000-1343]) under one directory (sys) to make it neat and
easy for data transfer.
• Stage in: Transfering data from localhost to cluster. The directory that has all simulation files (sys) is
transferred from localhost to cluster via rsync shell-command.
• Connect: Connecting to cluster via ssh.
• PBS Submission: Copying configuration file (min1.conf) fornamd from a specific folder (utils) to
each simulation directory (sys/[0000-1343]). Same configuration file is copied since every instance
of simulation uses the same configuration file. Each simulation, which is basically anamd job, is
submitted to PBS queue sequentially. Submition of eachnamd job is done after the completion of
previous one. Prior to eachnamd simulation a nodefile is prepared which is needed while running
namd in MPI. Each namd job is executed in 4 processors via MPI. namd executable takes config-
uration file(min1.conf) as command line argument. The output is stored in min1.out file in each
simulation directory. The output has the energy values.
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• Parse Output: The line that has the energy value 2000 is parsed for each output of namd (min1.out)
and written to console.
• Check: The number of lines that has the energy value 2000 in eachnamd output file (min1.out) is
found. Based on this number simulation is determined as fail or pass.
• Stage-Out: After the simulation the directory that has the simulation results (1eqz/sys) in cluster is
transferred back to local machine.
Although scripts are able to perform simulations successfully there are still some deficiencies that should
to be considered. First of all, since those scripts should be run in a sequence, they are forming an execution
flow. Currently, user is responsible for submitting a script for execution and wait for the completion of that
script, check whether any error occurred prior to submitting the next script in the execution flow. This causes
an extra work for users since collection of scripts are considered as one scientific application. Besides, every
simulation is executed in a sequence although they are independent and could be executed in parallel in order
to get results quickly. Data transfer in the current execution flow is handled by rsync command of Linux for
which there can be more efficient and fault tolerant mechanisms. Last but not least, there is not much fault
tolerance in the whole execution flow. If any of the scripts fails, user should check that script manually and
should rerun it.
In order to cope with those deficiencies we have implemented a workflow in Condor. As can be seen
in the Figure 3.4, each script is defined as a job in the workflow and they are connected via dependencies.
When the DAGMan submit file and Condor submit files for each job are defined, users can submit the
workflow to Condor with one command line and Condor executes each job in the way that they are defined
and connected.namd simulations are defined as parallel jobs in the workflow in order to increase the
throughput by using different nodes and even different clusters.namd simulation jobs in the workflow
(namd0 mpi - namd1343 mpi) are condor submit files that are not calling any scripts. They are directly
executing namd executable in the machine they are submitted. If the job will be executed in the remote site
which has any job manager (PBS, Loadleveler or LFS), Condor generates globus-rsl file for that job and
runs it remotely. In addition, we have preferred using Stork against rsync command which is more efficient
and fault tolerant. It is more fault tolerant in the sense that we can specify alternative transfer protocols
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and it has retry mechanism which is useful for network problems. In order to increase the level of fault
tolerance in the system, we can add retry mechanism for the jobs where necessary. For instance, in our
experiments, some simulation jobs were failing although nothing seemed wrong in the executable, or input
file. However, when we reran the same simulation we were getting the correct results. Therefore, retry
mechanism is tremendously practical for the simulation jobs in our workflow.
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Figure 3.4: Condor WorkFlow of MD Simulation Scripts
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Chapter 4
New Site Selection Mechanisms for Pegasus
System
Some of the grid workflow management systems require their users to prepare scientific applications in
concrete workflows. In concrete workflows, every task in the workflow must be defined in detailed. Some
types of information that should be provided for each task are site URL, executable path, arguments for
the executable, input files, error files, log files, and some Globus arguments such as project allocation, the
queue that is going to be submitted.
On the other hand some of the grid workflow managers need abstract workflow from their users. In those
systems static information for each task is stored in catalogs such as site catalog, transformation catalog, and
replication catalog. For instance many types of the information about sites are stored in site catalog such
as; URL, environment variables, jobmanager type, working directory. Likewise executable details such as
path of executable, which site the executable resides are stored in transformation catalog and locations of all
the input files and output files that are needed or produced stored in replication catalog. In those systems,
once catalogs are prepared well, it becomes easier for users to compose their workflows without worrying
about file locations, site locations and executables. In addition, users do not have to create submit files
for each jobmanager (PBS, Loadleveler or Condor) for each site since those systems generate the submit
files automatically based on the sites that are provided in the planning of the workflow. SWIFT [34] and
Pegasus [9] are the example of this type of workflow managers. Both of them are using Virtual Data System
(VDS) [35] that provides a set of tools for expressing, executing, and tracking the results of workflows.
One goal of such systems is to make workflows independent from locations of sites. This is a very
essential issue for scientific computation since sites in grid can be down, and become running frequently. In
those situations for the systems, which require users to submit concrete workflows, users need to create new
submit files for every task in the workflow and they have to decide which tasks will be executed in which
sites. However, for the systems that work with abstract workflows, only catalogs should be modified and
users need to specify the sites (in which workflow will be executed) on the planning phase. One uncertain
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point in these systems is site selection mechanism where there are more than one site that is eligible for a
task to be executed. In these situations there should be a site selection policy to choose one of the sites for
execution of the task. There are simple site selectors such as constant, weighted, round robin, and random.
In addition, opportunistic site selectors keep the statistics of the previous job execution times and select the
site that takes the shortest time to finish tasks. There are also policy site selectors that schedule tasks to the
sites that they can receive favorable policy. Most of the site selection mechanisms aim to schedule the tasks
in sites that execution of the whole workflow will be completed in the shortest time.
Based on our research and needs of scientific applications, we have developed a site selector mechanism
for Pegasus workflow manager which performs load balancing among different resources.
4.1 Pegasus
Pegasus, which is developed at ISI (Information Science Institute), is one of the grid workflow management
systems, that expects abstract workflow from its users. It processes abstract workflows in order to map jobs
into resources and manages the execution. Figure 4.1 represents usage of Pegasus in converting abstract
workflows to concrete workflows and the tools Pegasus uses. At the top level Pegasus accepts abstract
workflows and these workflows can be produced in different ways such as; portals, GUIs, and workflow
languages. Abstract workflow is converted to concrete workflow by Pegasus in which computation jobs
are mapped to specific resources and data transfers are made clear. In order to accomplish this Pegasus
generates the DAG file and proper condor-submit files for each job. Based on the resources specified in
condor submit files, jobs are submitted to resources. If some jobs will be submitted to remote resources,
proper globus-rsl files are created by Condor and job submission is done by Globus.
4.2 Load-Aware Site Selectors for Pegasus
We have developed two site selectors for Pegasus in order to provide simple load balancing between sites
as a result to have the shorter completion time for a workflow. Jobs are mapped to resources sequentially
in Pegasus. Both site selectors query every site and get the number of free nodes, total number of nodes,
and number of jobs in the queue for each site only when the first job needs to be mapped. They store
the information and use that information for all other jobs that are needed to be mapped. In the first site
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Figure 4.1: Pegasus in Practice [36]
selector(SS1); for each job the sites, which have free nodes, are mapped in round-robin fashion. While
mapping the jobs number of free nodes for each site is decremented by one and number of jobs in the queue
is incremented by one if job limit is exceeded. Job limit is the number of jobs that can be assigned to a site
at a time by each user. Since job limit can be different for each site, users can specify job limit for each site
in a file. This file is read by load balancing site selector of Pegasus and if user does not provide such a file
job limit is estimated by using the total number of nodes in a site. This mapping strategy runs until there
are no free nodes left in each queue. When there are no free nodes left in each queue, fullness of queues
are evaluated by considering number of jobs in the queue and total number of nodes in each site. The site
whose queue has the smallest fullness value is mapped for the next job and the number of jobs in the queue
is incremented by one for that site.
Figure 4.2 summarizes every step in the planning and execution part of the workflow in Pegasus using
one of the newly-implemented site selectors. When a user submits an abstract workflow, Pegasus-planner
collects information from replication, site, and transformation catalogs. Based on the information collected,
eligible sites are evaluated and sent to the site selector for each job. Site selector queries all the sites
and stores the received information only once when the first job is needed to be mapped. By using this
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Figure 4.2: Using Newly-Implemented Site Selectors in Pegasus
information in the load balance algorithm one site is selected for execution of each job. After each job in
the workflow is processed in the same way, generated dag file and job submission files are submitted to
DAGMan. DAGMan submits the jobs to the sites in the sequence which is defined in the DAG file.
Figure 4.3a and 4.3b are examples of how site selection can be done in Pegasus using SS1 site selector.
In Figure 4.3a Site1, Site2, and Site3 has 8, 6, and 4 empty nodes, respectively. We have set of jobs that
are independent from sites, in other words, they can be executed in any of the sites provided. These jobs
are mapped to the sites sequentially considering the free nodes left in each site. Until the 12th job they are
mapped to three sites in round-robin fashion. After the mapping of 12th job, there will be no free nodes left
in Site3. Therefore, 13, 14, 15, and 16 are distributed among Site1 and Site2. At that point, since there will
be no free nodes left in Site2, last two jobs (17, and 18) are mapped to Site1.
Similar to Figure 4.3a, Figure 4.3b has a set of queued jobs to be scheduled and we have three sites
available. However, none of the sites has free nodes. Site1, Site2, and Site3 have 128, 64, and 32 total
number of nodes, and 10, 6, and 5 number of jobs in their queue, respectively. Since none of the sites
has available nodes, fullnesses of sites are compared to map jobs in order to achieve load balancing. As
mentioned before fullness is the ratio of number of jobs in the queue to total number of nodes in the site.
Fullness of each site is calculated each time a job needs to be mapped and the site which has the lowest
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Figure 4.3: Example of Using Our First Site Selector (SS1) on Mapping Jobs among Three Differ nt Sites
a)Having Free Nodes, b)not Having any Free Node
fullness value is selected for job submission. In the Figure 4.3b 1,2,3,5,6,8,9,11, and 12 jobs are mapped to
Site1, 4, 7, 10, and 13 jobs are mapped to Site2, and job 14 is assigned to Site3.
Similarly, in our second site selector (SS2) we use the same information retrieved from sites. Comparing
to SS1, we give importance to the queued jobs even though there are available nodes in a site. So, instead of
scheduling jobs based on round robin when there are free nodes, SS2 considers fullnesses of sites for each
job scheduling. Fullness of a site in SS2 is also calculated slightly different than SS1 based on the formula
: (# of nodes requested by queued Jobs - # of Free Nodes)/ Total # of nodes. SS2 is simpler than SS1
and it works better than SS1 in the circumstances where there are heavy jobs in the queue and the number
of free nodes is not sufficient for the execution of that job. We have also experienced that situation in our
experiments in the following case study.
4.3 Case Study: UCoMS Workflow
4.3.1 UCoMS
UCoMS (Ubiquitous Computing and Monitoring System), which is an ongoing project with the collabo-
ration of Louisiana universities, aims to discover and manage energy resources. UCoMS research can be
divided as research in wireless and sensor network systems, usage of grid computing in large scale scien-
tific applications, and monitoring systems. Results of the research in those areas should provide solutions
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to effectively facilitate drilling and operational data logging and processing, on-platform information distri-
bution and displaying, infrastructure monitoring/intrusion detection, and management of complex surface
facilities and pipelines [37].
4.3.2 Implementation
We have developed an automated end-to-end system for UCoMS project by using different Grid tools. Our
design goals and achievements can be categorized as:
• Automation
• Reliability
• Separation of computing and data tasks
• Running jobs on heterogeneous batch systems
• Increased performance
• Resource Independency
• Utilization of Resources to gain extra performance
Since the system is composed of different tasks, our first objective is to automate the tasks. This de-
creases the work done by scientists via getting rid of need to execute each job manually. Instead, everything
is done by Pegasus system. In order to add reliability to our system, we designed our system in a way that
failure of a task does not cause whole workflow to fail if the problem can be solved by retrying failed task.
Data and computational tasks are separated since they have different needs and the level of reliability and
performance can increase if they are handled by special tools. Therefore, Pegasus uses Condor, and remote
job scheduler (e.g. Condor, PBS, Loadleveler, ...) for computational tasks and Stork for data transfers. Pega-
sus also manages to run jobs in heterogeneous batch systems via using Condor-G. Pegasus generates condor
submission file with defining the universe as globus for each remote task and rest is handled by Condor. By
using Pegasus, application has gained site independency. With this mechanism there is no need to specify
resources for each simulation that is supposed to run on remote sites. Pegasus handles the site selection and
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Figure 4.4: UCoMS Execution Flow [38]
generates proper condor submit files. In order to increase the performance by utilizing resources we have
used our own site selectors which we have implemented for Pegasus. Via these site selection mechanisms,
we aim to get high throughput by mapping large number of jobs to least loaded site and small number of
jobs to the most loaded site.
Figure 4.4 shows the general UCoMS tasks’ execution flow which is independent from Grid resources.
Figure 4.5 shows the generated abstract workflow for Pegasus system. We used Pegasus in order to automate
the workflow and make the application independent from sites.
The abstract workflow is generated by a java class for the ease of use. Users can create their abstract
workflows by providing a name for the file as command line argument while executing this java program.
4.3.3 Results
We have executed UCoMS workflow on up to two LONI machines : Eric, and Poseidon; and one machine
in LSU Distributed System Laboratory: dsl-condor. Eric and Poseidon are identical and each one has an
interactive node and 128 compute nodes. Since dsl-condor is not a cluster and it is a single machine, it has
one node for both interaction and computation.
We used Random and Round Robin site selectors in order to compare the results of our two site selectors.
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Figure 4.5: UCoMS Abstract Workflow for Pegasus System
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Since in UCoMS workflow two dependent jobs in the modeling and simulation levels should be scheduled
to same grid resource we have to use group site selector in Pegasus which uses random algorithm inside. In
order to compare our results with round robin scheduling policy, we have implemented a round robin site
selector that performs the grouping also.
Our experimental results show the time consumed with the diff rent loads of sites for the different
number of simulations performed by four different site selectors. As we have expected, overall round robin
scheduling does a slightly better job than random site selector. We believe this difference arises since
jobs are scheduled equally to sites in round robin which is one kind of load balancing without considering
the loads among sites. However, as the simulation number increases the differ nce becomes negligible.
The reason explained as: for the high number of simulations, the difference between the numbers of jobs
assigned to each site become very small comparing to total number of simulations. Therefore, random site
selector behaves like round robin site selector.
While SS1 beats the random and round robin site selectors, SS2 also gives better performance comparing
to SS1 in overall. Performance difference between SS2 and SS1 comes from the implementation difference.
They give very similar results in most of the cases except for the situations where there are free nodes in
a site and there are queued jobs that request more nodes than the available nodes. In those situations SS1
may give even worse results than both random and round robin site selection mechanisms since SS1 do
not consider queued jobs when there are free nodes available. Therefore, SS1 assigns many jobs to the
site in which jobs may get very less number of resources. Table 4.1 demonstrates such a case where the
performance difference is obvious between SS1 and SS2. There are free nodes available in site Poseidon
but they are not enough to run the job that is waiting on the queue. While SS1 assigns more simulation to
Poseidon, SS2 chooses Eric for the execution of most simulations. However, for the sites that use backfilling
mechanisms, we believe SS1 will give the best results among others.
Besides, based on our experiments we have found that the value of joblimit, which is defined by site
scheduling policy, can be the critical factor in site selection algorithms if jobs require small number of
resources such that they cannot fill the all available nodes before joblimit is reached. In those situations,
our both site selectors give worse results than random and round robin site selectors. The reason is joblimit
becomes the key factor in the scheduling since SSs give much importance to the number of free nodes and
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Table 4.1: There Exist Jobs in the Queue of Poseidon and Available Nodes at the Same Time
Site Selector Simulation Count Site Fullness Time
Eric Poseidon
F Q F Q
Round Robin 80 16 0 47 48 40:21
SS1 80 16 0 47 48 39:42
SS2 80 16 0 47 48 36:50
Random 80 16 0 47 48 40:49
the difference between free nodes and queued jobs more than job limit. This situation occurred in most
of our results since our simulations require one node and we have high number of simulations. Therefore,
joblimit is reached before all of our simulations are scheduled and before sites have run out of free nodes.
Table 4.2 illustrates such a scenario. Although loads are diff rent in sites, joblimit becomes more important
than the number of free nodes since simulations require very less amount of resources. As can be seen,
random and round robin algorithms give better results than SS1 and SS2 algorithms.
Table 4.2: Different Loads among Sites where Joblimit Becomes Critical Factor
Site Selector Simulation Count Site Fullness Time
Eric Poseidon
F Q F Q
Round Robin 80 21 0 32 0 35:18
SS1 80 21 0 45 0 38:43
SS2 80 21 0 45 0 40:00
Random 80 21 0 45 0 35:58
On the other hand, for the situations where joblimit is not critical factor such as some sites have less
number of available nodes that can be filled with the jobs whose number is smaller than joblimit. In this
situation and similar ones, SSs give the best results especially if load in sites diff r considerably. Table
4.3 illustrates such a case where there is not waiting job in the queue but the load differs because of the
difference between number of free nodes in each queue. Joblimit does not become the limiting factor since
one of the sites have less nodes than the value of joblimit.
In addition, we have seen that the results collected from small number of simulations are not very
dependable. Table 4.4 shows such a scenario. SS2 is expected to perform a better job than SS1. However,
results are very close and SS1 gives slightly better performance than SS2. Therefore, simulation numbers
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Table 4.3: Different Loads in Sites where Joblimit does not Become Bottleneck
Site Selector Simulation Count Site Fullness Time
Eric Poseidon
F Q F Q
Round Robin 40 12 0 3 0 40:52
SS1 40 12 0 3 0 34:24
SS2 40 12 0 3 0 33:41
Random 40 12 0 3 0 38:44
should be increased to get more reliable results.
Table 4.4: Results with Small Number of Simulations
Site Selector Simulation Count Site Fullness Time
Eric Poseidon
F Q F Q
SS1 20 60 0 43 48 20:33
SS2 20 60 0 43 48 21:07
Random 20 60 0 43 48 21:20
As a result, we state that the performance difference between both SS1 and SS2 algorithms purely related
on the scheduling policies of sites.
Even though SS2 and SS1 do not give results as we have expected, they perform better than both random
and round robin site selectors in overall. Results are expected to better if simulations require more grid





5.1 Surveys in Workflow Management Systems
One of the most popular publications on the subject of grid workflow engines is brought out by Jia Yu
et al [39]. This research consists of classification of workflow management systems based on five major
criteria such as: workflow design, scheduling, fault tolerance, information retrieval, and data movement.
There are four key factors in workflow design: structure of the workflow (DAG or non-DAG), workflow
modeling (abstract or concrete), workflow composition and quality of service. Scheduling of workflows is
examined from the view of scheduling architecture, decision making, planning scheme, scheduling strategy,
and performance estimation. Fault management in workflow management systems is divided into two
categories: task-level fault recovery and workflow-level fault management. Finally, transfer of data can be
performed by user directly, or can be automated.
In addition to taxonomy of workflow management systems, most widely used workflow management
systems are observed according to taxonomy criteria and classified into different categories.
Geoffrey Fox and Dennis Gannon summarize the discussion at the Global Grid Forum GGF10 Workflow
workshop in [40]. They have characterized the applications based on the applications described in the
workshop. In addition, different techniques in the design of workflows are discussed. Several workflow
management systems such as Triana, Kepler, Taverna, Grid-Flow, GRMS, SkyFlow, Pegasus, and DAGMan
are examined in terms of their structure, design, success of handling the complexity of workflows, and
their ease of use. High importance is given to the issues in workflow enactment which includes effici ncy,
robustness and monitoring of the workflow. Some other interesting issues that are also studied are: Security,
using workflow document as part of the scientific provenance of a computational experiment, the way of
binding data sources to workflow patterns and templates.
SHI Meilin et al [41] have performed a survey in the workflow management area explaining the current
WFMS research, pointing some workflow-related concepts and its typologies. Basic concepts and WFMS
related concepts such as: workflow, activities of workflows, process in the workflow and different models
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are clarified. This research does not only studies the grid WFMs but also discusses WFMs in business and
in many different areas.
Based on the survey WFMS can be categorized into four different typologies: a) structured or ad-hoc,
b) document-centric or process-centric, c) email-based or database-based, d) task-pushed or goal-pushed.
WFMS should have main components such as: a) process definition tool, b) workflow enactment service,
c) client application, d) invoked applications, e) administration and monitoring tools.
In addition existing workflow managements are compared based on the following criteria: a) flexibility,
b) object-oriented structure, c) intelligence, d) support for synchronous cooperation, e)support for mobile
users, and they are categorized as: a) web based WFMs, b) distributed WFMs, c) transactional WFMs, d)
interconnecting heterogeneous WFMs.
5.2 Similar End-to-End Processing Systems
Emrah Ceyhan et al [38] has designed a grid-enabled workflow system for reservoir uncertainty analysis.
Reservoir analysis is part of the UCoMS project. The main aim of their project was to automate all steps
in the analysis such as staging input data, distribution of simulations to grid resources, staging data out,
post-processing the received data, and monitoring the whole application visually. For this project Condor-G
is used as the batch scheduler, DAGMan as workflow manager, and Stork as the data transfer tool. Round
robin algorithm is used as the scheduling policy.
Tevfik Kosar et al [42] has designed and implemented a system for transferring data reliably, auto-
matically and processing of the data in large scale astronomy applications. Via this system data can be
transferred to grid resources where processing is performed, and transferred back. System is responsible for
recovering any failure that can be encountered in any step of the application. Besides, all steps are accom-
plished without human interaction. Data staging part of the workflow is given high importance. Therefore,
system is designed such that data transfer and computation are designed and scheduled differently. As a
result, data-movement and processing failures are separated and data-movements are optimized.
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5.3 Other Site Selection Mechanisms
One project [43] developed in Harbin Institute of Technology in China, for multisite resource selection
and scheduling. Their main concern in this project is parallelization of synchronous iterative applications in
order to reduce the completion time of the job instead of maximizing system utilization. Their site selection
algorithm (CGRS) is based on a density-based grid resource-clustering algorithm.
CGRS algorithm groups the grid resources based on the network delays in order to lower the network
delays within each cluster comparing to network delays between sub-clusters. Next, resources in each
cluster are arranged in the order of computational capacity. Then, possible schedules are produced and
evaluated for all resources of the cluster until the best final schedule is selected. A single resource selection
algorithm is also used in case of failure of multisite resource selection algorithm as a rescuer.
Byoung-Dai Lee et al [44] implemented an adaptive resource selection system for Grid-Enabled Net-
work Services. In the system proposed, there is a network service front-end and it includes global scheduler.
Global scheduler is responsible for scheduling jobs to different sites based on the information retrieved from
those sites periodically. While scheduling, each grid resource is expected to have a local scheduler and every
local scheduler assumed to be running shortest-remaining-time resource harvesting method.
In this research two adaptive site selection policies are introduced: Weighted Queue Length Based
Heuristic (WQL), and Multi-level Queue Based Heuristic. WQL is designed based on the assumption of
site with a shorter queue will typically finish a service request earlier. WQL evaluates the load of sites
by considering total number of jobs in the queue, total number of jobs assigned to that site, and a weight
value which is inverse proportional to the speed with each site can complete sample requests. Every job is
scheduled to the site that has the smallest load value. Since grid environments have very dynamic behaviors,
even though shortest-remaining-time scheduling algorithm is used in every site, long-running jobs can get
higher priorities than smaller jobs after a threshold waiting time exceeded. Considering these circumstances
MLQ is introduced. MLQ aims to let higher priority jobs to be suffered less from the dynamic changes of
priorities by grouping requests with similar characteristics together and forwarding them to the same site.
In addition, faster service time for low priority requests is expected by assigning lower priority jobs to faster
sites. Global scheduler keeps predicted lower bound and upper bound values of run-times for each site.
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These values form the range of run-time for each site. Based on these ranges jobs are assigned to the sites
whose range includes the predicted run-time requests of the jobs.
An opportunistic algorithm for site selection in grid environments is developed by Luiz Meyer et al
[45]. The system varies comparing to many other systems in the sense that it does not need to query grid
resources to collect information to provide load balancing. The system uses the VDS [35] architecture with
additional components and small extensions in VDS. Planner of VDS uses newly implemented site selector
to map jobs to grid resources. The selected site that is returned by the site selection algorithm is passed to
DAGMan for scheduling the job into the grid.
One implemented module additional to the VDS architecture is control database which is responsible
for logging the records of jobs that are scheduled. Each record is formed by the job identification, status
of the job, and selected site identification. This database is used to predict the performance of each site by
checking the number of jobs completed for each site. Site selector uses the ratio of (number of ended jobs/
number of submitted jobs) for each site to assign the subsequent jobs.
One other additional component is for monitoring the submitted jobs which is called MonitQueue. This
component aims to remove jobs which are not presenting a desired performance from the Condor queue.
The removed jobs are re-planned and rescheduled.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion & Future Work
As the demand for grid environment increases because of the complexity of scientific applications, many
grid tools are introduced to grid community. Workflow management system is one such tool which is
the vital part for execution of large-scale scientific application in distributed computational resources. We
have compared most widely used workflow management systems in terms of their conditional behaviors.
The answer for the question of: ”Which system has the highest support for conditional structures?” is
not clear since selection of a WFMS depends on application needs. However, based on our survey and
implementations, we have reached the following results from which scientist may take advantage while
they are choosing workflow management system for their applications:
• Each WFMS has different level of support for conditional structures. While some systems have
primitive logic elements that can be used to build advance conditional structures, others already have
those high level conditional structures. In addition, although some systems do not have conditional
elements, some other mechanisms can be used for implementing conditional behavior.
• Ease of installation and usage of each workflow management system varies.
• Instead of returning an error code in case of failures, some structures fail and cause whole workflow
to fail in some systems. This complicates building dynamic workflows.
• Some systems let users to implement their own elements. Via using this capability application specific
conditional structures can be implemented.
• We have also observed that the systems, which have graphical user interfaces, may generate longer
codes comparing to systems where users are required to implement their workflows manually.
Based on our observations and application needs we have chosen Condor for automation of DNA folding
application since it is one of the easiest and reliable tools. We have composed the workflow application using
separate scripts and parallelized simulations in order to gain performance. In addition, we have increased the
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fault tolerance by using Stork for data transfer and retry mechanism of Condor. For UCoMS project we have
used Pegasus for automation of workflow. By using Pegasus we have benefited from Condor capabilities
and some unique features of Pegasus such as ease of creating abstract workflow, and site independency
mechanism.
Our main contribution is implementing new site selectors for Pegasus system. By using these site
selectors less number of jobs are assigned to heavy-loaded resources and more jobs are assigned to the
grid sites that have more available resources. We have used this new site selection mechanism in UCoMS
project. Our results show that there is considerable performance gain by using our site selectors comparing
to random and round robin site selectors which are already provided via Pegasus.
Our newly implemented site selectors have one deficiency that they map all jobs in the planning time
before the execution. Although first set of jobs in the workflow scheduled correctly, following jobs may
suffer from the change of the load in sites. Scheduling jobs to sites very close to the running time is
expected to eliminate this problem. For this purpose we will map the jobs level by level in the dag for the
next step. Therefore, mapping one level of a dag will follow the execution of the previous level.
In addition, to increase the intelligence level of load balancing we need to dig little bit more into the site
selection policies that are used by grid organizations.
We are also planning to use Pegasus for the DNA folding applications as well.
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